Abstract. We present a method for the decomposition of mass spectra of gas mixtures together with the relevant calibration measurements. Only the consistent usage of calibration measurements, though noisy, provides sufficient information to overcome this otherwise highly under determined problem. For the example of the mixture of three carbon hydrates the feasibility of the procedure will be demonstrated, exploiting singular value decomposition of the cracking matrices. Knowing neither the cracking pattern nor the concentrations of the contributing molecules, the algorithm provides both in the form of expectation values together with error margins.
INTRODUCTION
Mass spectrometric analysis of gas mixtures is a common technique in plasma, vacuum and surface physics and is a powerful tool in active process control in semiconductor and thin film applications. Typical low resolution rf quadrupole mass spectrometers (QMS) offer, in principle, the ability to identify the constituents of a gas mixture with high sensitivity. However, due to the high electron impact energy molecules are not only ionized but also split up in a dissociative process which altogether leads to a variety of signals in different mass channels. This mass distribution is referred to as "cracking pattern" of the molecule.
Cracking pattern become progressively more complicated as the number of atomic constituents of a polyatomic molecule increases. Quantitative detection of the constituents of a gas mixture is therefore only simple if the cracking pattern of the species do not overlap. This is a rare and unimportant case in most practical situations. Usually the pattern overlap and mixture signals must be disentangled.
As a working example we want to consider a mixture of three carbon hydrates (C 2 H 6 , C 3 H 8 , C 4 H 10 ). Each of these three gases is obtained easily and with high purity from gas tubes. The composition of the mixture is controlled by the gas flow into the mass spectrometer providing a crude estimation of the actual concentration of each of the gases in the mixture. The resulting spectrum for a gas flow composition of 4:3:2 is depicted in Fig. 1 showing signals in 14 mass channels. The signals from the parent molecules are to be found at mass 58 (C 4 H 10 ), 44 (C 3 H 8 ) and 30 (C 2 H 6 ). The most prominent peak at mass 28 corresponds to the ion C 2 H · 4 , a fragmentation which stems from dissociative ionization of all three contributing parent molecules.
The task is to determine the underlying cracking pattern together with the concentration of the gases in the mixture. Though the cracking pattern of the above three molecules may be found in literature [1] this information can be only used as a prior estimate, because the cracking pattern is not an intrinsic property of a molecule but depends on a particular mass spectrometer. The situation may become even worse if one molecule involved is not listed at all because no source of the pure molecule exists. However, one can provide further information from calibration experiments measuring the contributing molecules alone [2, 3] . Such calibration measurements do not, however, provide an exact cracking pattern but rather an approximation to the exact pattern deteriorated by noise. If we assume that this noise is comparable to the noise on the mixture measurement it cannot be neglected as was frequently done in previous work. On the contrary, both sources of uncertainty will contribute about equal amounts to the uncertainty of estimates of constituent concentrations and need a common coherent treatment -altogether a typical problem falling into the realm of Bayesian data analysis.
LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION
Our model equation reads
A linear response of the mass spectrometer has been assumed. Each of the j 1 J vectors d j consists of N elements (in our case N=14) representing the mass channels with signals from all J experiments, i.e. J 1 calibrations and the measurement of the mixture (in our case J 4). The columns of the cracking matrix C are the cracking vectors C i of all possible species i contributing to the fragmentation of the gas mixture (i.e. C 2 H 6 , C 3 H 8 , C 4 H 10 ). The cracking vectors itself are normalized to ∑ N n 1 C ni 1. The concentrations x j have only one element not equal zero for the respective molecule used to calibrate ( x j x n j δ n j j 1 J 1), but with no such restriction for the mixture x J . They emerge from the multiplication of the absolute concentrations with an unknown sensitivity factor. With the exception of radicals the sensitivity of a mass spectrometer can be obtained by several methods [2, 4, 5] , but since the main interest lies in the disentenglement of the complex mass spectra, one settles on the determination of the relative concentrations. ε j is the error vector on d j . With the assumption of ε 0 and ε 2 n j s 2 n j one gets by the principle of maximum entropy the likelihood function for measurement j as
with S
Since a single measurement does not depend on any other we can write for the complete likelihood of all J measurements
For reasons of convenience we use the following notation
PARAMETER ESTIMATION
We look for the concentrations of the gases in the kth measurement:
Using Bayes theorem gives
A constant prior is chosen for p´X Iµ since the concentration x ki is bounded to some range 0 x ki x max . Then p´X Iµ cancels out and the integration over the X-dependent terms reads
which may be written as a quadratic form
with . Now the X-integration may be performed analytically which finally results in
with Z representing the denominator and ρ´Cµ the sampling density in the Markov chain Monte Carlo method employed to calculate (11). For the second moment we get
which allows to calculate the variance of x ki . The cracking matrix is obtained in a similar way,
where µ 1 and µ 2 represent first and second moment.
PRIOR FOR C
To completely specify the posterior distribution, the prior distribution for the elements of the cracking matrix must be assigned. The information which we use to specify this prior is extracted from the tables of Cornu Massot [1] for the stable molecules. This is reproduced as the first entry per mass number and molecule in table 1. The original tables of Cornu Massot contain only point estimates of the cracking coefficients but no error margins. The error margins given in table 1 are our own e stimates and are chosen to be 10% if the cracking coefficient is greater or equal to 100 and is constant equal to 10 for cracking coefficients below 100. In order to study the influence of the prior on the posterior two different prior functions are chosen. The first one uses the information from the error margins σ c 0 and employs the beta prior [6] 
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p´c λµ exp λc Z
Z is the normalization constant and is given by
The unknown parameter λ is determined such, that the expectation value c of (16) becomes equal to the respective point estimate c 0 of the cracking coefficient This prior distribution is of course much less informative than the earlier beta distribution, since it contains only one piece of information, the point estimate. Fig. 2 gives an impression of the degree of information carried by both priors.
RESULTS
The spectrum of Fig. 1 is analyzed. In addition calibration measurements are performed for each of the gases. All measurements are collected in the data matrix of table 2. The data were renormalized such that the most prominent ion carries the value 1000, a common normalization found in tables of cracking coefficients. Particularily this was done for reasons of comparison with the values of table 1. Errors on the individual entries are estimated from the noise level and from reproducibility. We now use the prior distributions of the above section to determine the concentrations (11) and the cracking matrix (13). Let us start with the cracking coefficients first. Expectation values and confidence limits are shown in table 1 as second and third entry for beta and exponential prior, respectively. The results coincides within the error margins but differ from the prior values, e.g. for C 3 H 8 in mass channel 28, a clear sign that the prior influence on the posterior is weak. However, the more informative beta prior pulls the result slightly more to the prior value. It has to be kept in mind that the error margins of the prior values, which justify the usage of the beta distribution in the first place, are not known and merely estimated from our own experience. Therefore the result of the exponential prior has to be preferred. After all, for the beta prior the error estimates are smaller than 14  32¦13  33¦11  15  48¦13  45¦23  40¦15  53¦11  25  48¦13  19¦11  26  210¦13  91¦23  47¦18  133¦11  27  306¦13  318¦23  338¦18  375¦11  28  1000¦13  750¦23  364¦18 1000¦11  29  242¦13 1000¦23  465¦18  625¦11  30  323¦13  203¦11  39  100¦18  80¦18  58¦11  41  109¦18  273¦18  122¦11  42  59¦18  164¦18  56¦11  43  273¦18 1000¦18  375¦11  44  291¦18  50¦11  58  138¦15  44¦11   TABLE 3 . Posterior fraction of the mixture constituents using either an exponential or a beta prior on the cracking elements. both the error margins of the prior and the data as is expected for the multiplication of two Gaussian-like functions (likelihood and prior). Finally, the concentrations are given in table 3. The difference between the result for the two priors is negligible. The proportion of the concentrations does not reproduce the composition of the gas flow of 4:3:2 because of the particular design of the measurement apparatus. The flow controller is positioned between the gas tubes and the main chamber which itself is connected with the mass spectrometer through a capillary. This changes the gas mixture coming from the flow control mainly in two ways: i) the pump of the main chamber has a pumping power which depends the gas species. Therefore the composition has already changed before it enters the capillary, and ii) the conductance of the capillary itself is gas dependent. Still the composition is resembled up to a crude extent.
SUMMARY
A method was presented which allows to determine concentrations together with the cracking matrix of gases in combining the outcome of the mixture with calibration measurements. As a working example a mixture of three gases was chosen where the cracking paterns are well known from literature but will differ for the actual mass spectrometer used. But over and above that, the power of the proposed procedure is given by the fact that it is also well suited for the analysis of mixtures containing radicals for which no calibration measurements can be made as was shown for the case of the methyl radical CH 3 [7] .
